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WHO WE ARE



WHAT WE DO

The company laid down solid foundations to become one of Qatar's leading companies in the sector. Through
hard work and perseverance, and with the satisfaction of its clients at the core of its establishment, the company
is achieving great success. SERVICOM Building Solutions and Services is recognized for excellence in all
projects undertaken. Looking through a lens of optimism, tomorrow even brighter for SERVICOM and we are
eager to meet successfully the challenges of the future and to explore new horizons.

SERVICOM was established to cover the market's increased needs in the fields of Maintenance, Cleaning,
Sanitizing and Disinfecting, Pest Control.



OUR MISSION
With Passion, Values, and Skills, we continuously serve
our customers in a dynamic and safe way by providing
clean, well maintained & properly functioning
environments that exceed their expectations and
contribute to their excellence.

Servicom's growth trajectory speaks to its success in
living up to its mission.

OUR VISION

The cornerstone of our "Modus Operandi" is founded on strong core values and business ethics that are seamlessly in line with the
client's well-guarded interests and requirements. Dedication, hard work and flexibility are our hallmarks; Honesty and Integrity our way
of doing business. Safety practices are major pillars of what we do.

In the midst of volatile global state-of-affairs, Servicom's rock-solid foundations enable the company to progress steadily, meeting
clients' expectations continuously and, when possible, going beyond.

To be recognized beyond the FM sector as a leading
professional FM service provider that adds tangible value
and actively contributes to the core business of our
customers.

With a team of passionate and highly qualified professionals
operating across all sectors of the company,
we will serve our clients to the best of our abilities.

OUR CORE VALUES



We are committed to providing world-class quality in
our services while combining quality, environmental &
safety management systems into one complete
framework.

Servicom has recognized the importance of effective
quality management to ensure consistent performance
on such a high level through raising quality awareness
of all employees and clients.

The health and well-being of our employees, as well
as any other person potentially affected by our
activities, is valued by Servicom as an end in itself and
not only as a means for business success. We
continuously review the OH&S risks and showcase our
efforts to achieve the desired results. This is
expressed in our core values which state continued
improvement in the area of health & safety as one of
our key objectives.

IMS POLICY ISO CERTIFICATES

INTEGRATED MANAGEMENT SYSTEM Policy

For Quality, Health and Safety (QHS)

ISO 14001:2015
Environment Management System

ISO 9001:2015
Quality Management System

ISO 45001:2018
Occupational Health & Safety

Management System
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National Pest Management Association membership certificate

International Sanitary Supply Association membership certificate

INTERNATIONAL RECOGNITION
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Operational Services

• Hospitality Services
• Pest Control

• Dinifecting & Sanitation

OPERATIONS

MAINTENANCE CLEANING DISINFECTING PEST CONTROL HOSPITALITY

MAINSTREAM BUSINESS
Soft FM Services

• Cleaning Services
• Pre-Opening Clean-Up
• Construction Clean-Up
• Deep & Regular Cleaning
• General Cleaning
• Floor Maintenance
• Facade Cleaning
• Housekeeping

Mechanical Services

• HVAC Repairs/Replacement
(All types of systems & components)

• Fire Fighting Systems-Maintenance
• Smoke Extraction Systems
• Pressurization Units
• Ventilation Systems
• Duct Cleaning

Electrical Services

• Distribution Boards Repairs
(Fuses/Breakers Repairs & Replacement)

• Socket outlets Replacement
• Electrical faults/shorts Repairs
• Fire Alarm Systems
• Maintenance
• Emergency Lights&Exit Signs
• CCTV Systems

Plumbing Services

• Water Leaks
• Sanitary fixtures
• Circulation/Booster
• Pumps
• Repairs
• Water Tank Cleaning
• Float Switches

Civil Services

• Tile Repairs & Replacement
• Civil Works
• Carpentry Repairs
• Ceiling Repairs
• Gypsum Board
• Modification & Repairs
• Painting works
• Glass Replacement

HARD FM - Maintenance ⚬ Preventive ⚬ Predictive ⚬ Reactive
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Our teams are constantly undergoing trainings that are carried out by
competent experts in all relevant fields of our scope of work such as :

￭ Use of equipment & tools
￭ Use of chemicals
￭ Cleaning Methodology utilizing cutting-edge techniques
￭ Safety at the workplace
￭ Professional Contact & Courtesy

All newly recruited personnel is trained prior to site deployment, 
including:

⚬ Site managers
⚬ Site foreman
⚬ Male cleaners
⚬ Female cleaners

TRAINING & SUPERVISION
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OUR MARKET SECTORS

Hypermarkets, Exhibition Centers, Commercial 
Properties

C O M M E R C I A L

Private Villas and Apartments, Compounds

R E S I D E N T I A L

Ministries, Municipalities, Government Buildings

G O V E R N M E N T

Factories, Industrial Plants, Plantations,
Warehouses

I N D U S T R I A L

Hospitals, Private Clinics, Pharmacies

H E A LT H C A R E

Construction Companies, Developers

C O N S T R U C T I O N

Hotels, Resorts, and Tourism

H O S P I TA L I T Y

Schools, Universities, Colleges, Foundations

E D U C AT I O N

Airlines, Airports

AV I AT I O N

Banks, Financial Institutions

F I N A N C I A L
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OUR PROCESSES
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CLEANING
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OUR CLEANING PROCESSES

• Commercial cleaning
• Office cleaning
• Residential cleaning
• Deep cleaning
• Carpet cleaning
• Ceiling & walls cleaning
• Blinds/Curtains cleaning
• Furniture/Upholstery Cleaning

TYPES OF CLEANING WE DELIVER:

• Facade cleaning
• Window cleaning
• High-Pressure cleaning
• Post-construction cleaning
• Water tank cleaning
• AC duct cleaning

Our Cleaning processes are according to recognized
organization with highest standards.
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Cleaning of Offices, Malls, Business Buildings and Industrial
Premises is included in the part of our cleaning scope under
specialty "Commercial Cleaning" services. This service is
usually conducted after working hours, at night or at weekends,
and it involves general cleaning duties of each location.

Since many operational offices nowadays have pantry areas/or
full kitchen, and some even bathrooms with showers - the
cleaning companies combine residential and commercial
services, thus offering a full package of services. The services
are scheduled according to the preferences of the client so
there is no interruption of their daily working process.

COMMERCIAL CLEANING 

This commercial cleaning service typically involves cleaning of
offices and work areas, common areas, cubicles, restrooms,
kitchens, and reception areas. Tasks will include mopping,
dusting, polishing, sanitizing, waste removal, etc. Servicom's
team is well versed in this type of cleaning over the years of
work.

OFFICE CLEANING 
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We provide a variety of cleaning services for every area of your residential
space: bedroom, kitchen, bathroom/toilet, family & living room, dining
room, guest room, hallways, floors, walls & ceiling, etc.

Broken into smaller tasks, for example in the kitchen, our staff will clean &
sanitize all countertops, clean the range hood of your stove, spot clean
cabinet exteriors, sanitize all appliances, clean chrome surfaces, and clean
the interior and exterior of the microwave.

For bathrooms, we’ll clean all surfaces and cabinet exteriors, as well as
clean & sanitize sinks, showers, tubs, and toilets.

For all areas of your residential space we’ll handle the following-without
exception, and more:

⚬ sweep, mop or vacuum floors;
⚬ dust baseboards;
⚬ dust window sills;
⚬ remove cobwebs;
⚬ dust frames, artwork, fixtures & ceiling fans;
⚬ dust lampshades, vents, & window shades;
⚬ spot clean walls and light switch panes;
⚬ clean all mirrors, etc.

This is a more comprehensive cleaning service than basic cleaning, that
Servicom's skilled team executes with the same ease. It includes hand
washing of your cabinets, vacuuming of upholstery, wood polishing, oven
cleaning, ceiling, walls, fan blades and much more. This type of cleaning
service is recommended for clients that haven't had their home
professionally cleaned in a while. Commercial deep cleaning services
include scheduled off-hours works of preventive and corrective cleaning
services of all areas inside and outside of a commercial venue (floors,
toilets, indoor and outdoor parking areas, windows and facades, etc.)

RESIDENTIAL CLEANING DEEP CLEANING
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FURNITURE/UPHOLSTERY CLEANING 

Another Servicom's speciality service that involves cleaning fabric on
furniture (sofas, armchairs, etc.). Our team will vacuum and pre-treat the
material and then safely rinsed it with water.

We provide expert and safe window cleaning performed from ground
level to high-rise scopes of work. If you are looking for a professional
commercial window cleaning company Servicom Building Solutions and
Services is you right choice.

FACADE CLEANING
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AC DUCT CLEANING

POST-CONSTRUCTION CLEANING
This is another specialized cleaning service that requires professional care which
Servicom's team handles with the accompanying expertise. It is a comprehensive
cleaning service of the entire facility from top to bottom. Starting with the indoor
removal of construction debris and prepping the floors for carpet or flooring, moving on
to sweeping all the floors, cleaning all fixtures and appliances, cleaning the windows,
dusting, and cleaning the HVAC system, indoors, followed by excess lumber, trash,
and debris removal from the construction site of the outdoor area. Our team then
continues on to washing the exterior windows/facade, cleaning the gutters, concrete
and walkways.

It is the process of removing hydrocarbon vapours, liquids or residues
from the water tanks. Servicom has experienced and qualified
personnel to deliver the water tank cleaning services quickly and
effectively. Our staff is highly trained and certified to provide the best
cleaning services keeping in mind the safety and environmental
aspects of the work of this specific scope.

WATER TANK CLEANING

The scope of AC duct cleaning usually means the removal of dirt, slime, mould, debris
and other materials found in ductwork and other HVAC components (e .g., 
coolingcoil,drain pan) . It is recommended to be conducted at regular intervals and 
following the weather changes due to health and environmental aspects.

We clean and disinfect ducts so you can enjoy fresh air free from pollutants and germs.



HOUSEKEEPING

ALL SURFACES SPOTLESS CLEAN
& IMPECCABLY NEAT
AT ALL TIMES.

HOUSEKEEPING

ALL SURFACES SPOTLESS CLEAN
& IMPECCABLY NEAT
AT ALL TIMES.

HOUSEKEEPING

ALL SURFACES SPOTLESS CLEAN
& IMPECCABLY NEAT
AT ALL TIMES.
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Housekeeping is defined as the provision of a clean, comfortable and
safe living environment. Nothing sends a stronger message than
cleanliness in a hospitality operation.

Servicom's Housekeeping staff take special pride in keeping the
residencies clean, tidy and comfortable. The entire team works
together to make all areas spotless and, in case of the floors-literally-
shine, so that their occupants can have the best possible experience.

OUR HOUSEKEEPING PROCESS

No level of service, friendliness or glamour can equal the
sensation a guest has upon entering a spotless, tidy and
conveniently arranged home.

Some of the basic tasks include cleaning the floors and rooms,
dusting and dust mopping, damp mopping, sweeping,
vacuuming, picking up larger objects off the floor, spot cleaning
glass and windows, attending the waste, and so much more.
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HOSPITALITY

WE DO ALL THE WORK
AND LEAVE THE
ENTERTAINMENT
TO YOU!  
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HOSPITALITY

Servicom's superior support fleet has always been distinctive in
providing exceptional assistance to each and every aspect of an
event's catering and cleaning needs, and beyond.

With a long list of appraisals and references, the name
Servicom stands for reliable, first-rate event staff amongst
distinguished local event management circles.
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PEST CONTROLPEST CONTROLPEST CONTROL
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Servicom Building Solutions and Services Pest Control service is
based on a comprehensive Integrated Pest Management (IPM)
program. The goal of IPM is to deliver effective pest control while at
the same time reducing the volume and toxicity of pesticides used.
IPM is a process for achieving long term, environmentally sound pest
control through the use of a wide variety of technological and
management practices.

National Pest Management Association membership certificate

PEST CONTROL

Control techniques of an IPM program include a combination of pest
monitoring, good sanitation practices, education, appropriate solid
waste management, building maintenance, alternative physical,
mechanical and biological pest control and the use of pesticides when
warranted according to a predetermined hierarchy of pest management
choices, formulations and application techniques, which will minimize
the exposure and potential risk to people and the environment.

We stay up to date with the latest industry practices and have been
most proudly awarded membership within the international Pest Control
association - NPMA.



Within the IPM program, Servicom Building Solutions and Services
pest control team include all standard pesticides; consumable
materials fully trained and approved service technicians, supervision
and consultation. It is important to mention that although Servicom
experts team endeavours to eradicate pest populations the location of
each of these schools means that potential invaders may impose on
areas that have been treated.

We use the latest technologies and techniques available to
guaranty customer satisfaction. Our services cover a wide
spectrum of insects and rodents such as cockroaches, ants, flies,
mosquitoes, rats, and snakes.
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We provide Pest Control services all over Qatar: private
residences, offices, restaurants, buildings, construction sites,
hotels, malls, hospitals, schools, warehouses, factories, and much
more.
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INSPIRED BY EXPERT SOLUTIONS
TO SECURE YOUR PEACE OF MIND

DISINFECTION

INSPIRED BY EXPERT SOLUTIONS
TO SECURE YOUR PEACE OF MIND

DISINFECTION

INSPIRED BY EXPERT SOLUTIONS
TO SECURE YOUR PEACE OF MIND

DISINFECTION
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Frequent cleaning and disinfection help to prevent the spread of germs that
may cause illness.

As per the CDC, Disinfecting refers to using chemicals, for example, EPA-
registered disinfectants, to kill germs on surfaces. This process does not
necessarily clean dirty surfaces or remove germs, but by killing germs on a
surface after cleaning, it can further lower the risk of spreading infection.

At Servicom we clean and disinfect, thus we give you peace of mind.

While disinfecting is important, choosing the disinfectant and how to apply it
is what makes the difference.

Spraying or fogging? It depends on the application. At SBSS, we use the
right methods. That's why we are trusted by prestigious clients to keep their
premises clean and safe.

At SBSS, the chemicals we use are proven to be extremely effective at
killing a large spectrum of viruses and pathogens.

It is registered with the United States Environmental Protection Agency (US
EPA) as a disinfectant, sanitiser, fungicide, mildewcide, deodorizer,
slimicide, algaecide, and descaler. It has the ability to destroy or eliminate
all forms of microbial life including fungi, viruses, and all forms of bacteria
and their spores.

2.5 times stronger than any other product, we use the right chemical 
to keep you safe.

We provide our services for all sectors, to name a few:

• Commercial
• Residential
• Healthcare
• Industrial
• Educational

DISINFECTION

• Warehouses
• Hotels
• Staff accommodations
• Food & Beverage
• Vehicles
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MAINTENANCEMAINTENANCEMAINTENANCE
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MAINTENANCE

Our comprehensive MEP (Mechanical, Electrical and Plumbing) maintenance
capabilities are designed to give your assets uninterrupted and maximum
performance through a schedule of planned preventative maintenance (PPM),
routing breakdown callouts and emergency response services. We plan our
maintenance programs completely around managing your assets in the most
efficient way. This includes assessing their effectiveness over time and making
recommendations for replacement where applicable.

⚬ RESIDENTIAL ⚬ INDUSTRIAL 
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OUR CLIENTS & PROJECTS
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CLEANING     DISINFECTING
MALLS 

• "NORTH GATE" Mall

• "THE MALL" Mall

• ARAB Bank
⚬ ARAB Bank - Main Branch
⚬ ARAB Bank - C Ring Branch
⚬ ARAB Bank - Salwa Branch 

• TIVOLI Group
⚬ Showrooms
⚬ Offices

• NABINA Holding
⚬ Armani / Roca

• Al Rayyan Castle
• Al Rayyan Palace
• Al Madinah Parking
• Al Madina Office
• Souq Waqif Al Wakrah Office
• Souq Al Madina
• Amiri Diwan (old)

GOVERNMENTAL PROJECTS

SHOWROOMS
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GOVERNMENTAL PROJECTS

• Al-Khor Municipality
• Technical Affairs Building
• Al Thakhera Municipality
• Al Thakhera New Park
• Al Thakhera Old Park
• Al Khor New Park
• Public Garden Department Building
• Maintenance and Transportation Building
• Fish Market Building Al Khor
• Al Guwairya Office
• Al Guwairya Park
• Farkiya Beach
• Al Ka'aban Park
• Permanent Dhaayen Municipality Building
• Semaisma Beach
• External Dhaayen Municipality Office/Um Garn
• Al Shamal Municipality Building
• New Annex Building
• Al Shamal Park

• Al Dalooup Park
• Al Ruwais Park-Al Shamal Municipality
• Fish Market Building-Al Shamal
• Al Jumailya Municipality
• Shahaniya Municipality
• Mechanical Equipment Building
• Public Cleaning Project
• Maintenance Unit Building
• Public parks & Planting Administration Building 

• Conflict Resolution Committee
• Information System Administration-Najma
• Area Building Parking
• Area Administration Building
• Planning, Development and Parking Tower 
• Al Kheesa Park Area
• La'abaib Park Park Al Gharafah
• Al-Rayyan Municipality
• Al Muntazah Administration Building

Ministry of Municipality
And Environment

CLEANING DISINFECTING
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• ALI BIN ALI - Fashion & Luxury brands • AZADEA Shops (Villagio Mall) • THE MALL Shops

CLEANING      DISINFECTING
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• Hilton Salwa Beach Resort - Contraco WLL
• EQUINOX W.L.L  
• Sodamco Qatar
• Al Rifaa Holdings 
• Erada Fitness 

• Media Guru
• Digitek Imaging & Electronics   
• Trelco Limited Co.
• ISS Solutions
• Bin Omran Trading & Contracting  

• Pavilion IT Solution 
• Tivoli main office
• Al Jaber Opticians
• Qatar General Insurance 
• Ebrahim Al Neama & Sons Holding

CLEANING     DISINFECTING
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CLEANING     DISINFECTING

• Noor Al Khaleej School

F&B / RESTAURANTS

• AMERICANA Qatar Food Company
⚬ KFC
⚬ TGI Fridays
⚬ Hardee's

• PETRA restaurant
⚬ Umm Salal Mohamad

• Premium Limited Group
⚬ Karafirin (DFC)

• PALMS MALL
⚬ Central kitchen

SCHOOLS 

• Maghreb Int'l School

• Amjad International School

COMPOUNDS

• IBHAR Compound
• Al Reem Gardens Compound
• HMC & Qatar Airways Accommodation
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CASTLES / VILLAS / HOUSES 
Cleaning, Disinfecting

HOUSEKEEPING

• Messila Villas

HOSPITALITY

MAINTENANCE

• Al Hodaifi Group
⚬ HVAC System maintenance
⚬ Cable compounding/rectification of package unit

• Keppel Seghers
⚬ Chiller Rectification

• Private Engineering Office - Fish Port
⚬ Ice Maker Rectification maintenance

• Sheikh Jassim Palace
⚬ HVAC System maintenance

• Al Saleh Building
⚬ HVAC System maintenance

COMMERCIAL & RESIDENTIAL
Mechanical, Electrical, Plumbing, Civil works
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PEST CONTROL
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DISINFECTION

• Hamad Medical Corporation
• Private Engineering Office
• Tabeeb Medical Center
• Philippine Embassy in Qatar
• The Entertainer
• I Love Qatar 
• Jaidah Group showrooms &

staff accommodations:
⚬ Chevrolet
⚬ Hyundai
⚬ Genesis

• Store 974
• MERCH 
• Nabeel Abdulla Al-Saie
• Noor Al Khaleej International School
• Cavalli Club (VIP Hotel)
• Ideal Marketing & Services 
• Fast Fish Restaurant
• Palms Mall Central kitchen 
• EMEC Co. 
• CONVERT Engineering & Trading
• JNP Trading 

• Hotels:
⚬ The Westin
⚬ Park Hyatt Doha
⚬ Golden Tulip Doha
⚬ Jouri 
⚬ K108
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TESTIMONIALS

ARAB BANK - Cleaning services ARAB BANK - Pest Control services IBHAR Enterprises - Cleaning services IBHAR Enterprises - Pest Control services

General Real Estate Co. - Cleaning services General Real Estate Co. - Pest Control TIVOLI Group - Pest Control servicesTIVOLI Group - Cleaning services
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THE MALL - Cleaning services Linen House - Cleaning services

Villagio Mall - Cleaning services Ebrahim Al Neama & Sons - Cleaning services

Bin Omran -Orbital Highway - Cleaning PEO - Cleaning & Pest Control services

Ali Bin Ali 

Johnson Controls - Control services TIVOLI Group
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CONTACT US

f

Haloul Street, Abu Hamour.
Street: #416,Villa: #56, Zone: #56,
P.O.Box 24099, Doha, Qatar

Tel : +974 4040 1213
Fax : +974 4465 4968
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Thank you!



SERVICOM Building Solutions and Services
Haloul Street, Abu Hamour.
Zone: #56
Street: # 416, Villa: #56
P.O.Box 24099
Doha, Qatar

Tel : +974 4040 1213
Fax : +974 4465 4968
Email: info@servicomwll.com

www.servicomwll.com
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